BS Chemical Physics (2020)

Year 1 Fall: CEM 161, CEM 151, MTH 132
Year 1 Spring: CEM 162, CEM 152, MTH 133
Year 2 Fall: CEM 262, CEM 251, CEM 252
Year 2 Spring: CEM 262, CEM 251, CEM 252
Year 3 Fall: CEM 444
Year 3 Spring: CEM 483, CEM 484
Year 4 Fall: CEM 499
Year 4 Spring: CEM 499

Biology course (BS 161, BS 162, BS 181H, BS 182H, ENT 205, IBIO 150, LB 144, LB 145, MMG 141, MMG 201, PLB 105, PSL 250)–any semester

CEM 444

MTH Selective (8 Choices)
Prerequisite courses: MTH 299, MTH 234, MTH 235, MTH 309, and/or MTH 314

PHY Selective (10 Choices)

RB = Recommended Background

□ = Lab
□ = Tier I Writing Prerequisite